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Abstract — Data exchange between vehicles and base stations may contain information on traffic accidents, traffic jams, road constructions etc. Risks to data privacy in vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) systems need be minimized. We present a policy-based solution that provides controlled and privacy-preserving dissemination of video data in V2V and V2I. This policy-based solution relies on Active Bundle (AB), which incorporates policy enforcement mechanism and policies that describe access to video data. The usage of ABs ensures privacy of actors during disclosure of captured video in untrusted environment.

Face recognition algorithm is used to identify sensitive data in videos and it is used in policies. We use four algorithms to process images that are captured by a vehicle's camera.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Vehicles can exchange different types of useful information among each other in (V2V) and (V2I) systems. This information is transmitted in V2V and V2I systems to prevent accidents and provide assistance to drivers. Video captured by vehicle's cameras can be shared in V2V and V2I systems to make reports on traffic accidents and to request emergency assistance.

V2V and V2I communications introduce risks to privacy of sensitive data. A video captured by dashed camera can be shared among multiple parties (vehicles and base stations). For example, if the direct communication between a vehicle and a base station can not be established, this vehicle may transfer a video or another information to a base station through a chain of other base stations and driving vehicles. Video fragments containing human faces are considered as sensitive data and its privacy must be ensured in untrusted environments. Every party involved in data exchange should access only those data that it is authorized to see. We present a policy-based approach that provides secure data dissemination in untrusted environments by means of Active Bundles (AB) [5], [6], [7], [11], [20], [21], [22].

There is a need to extend existing sets [14], [15] of regulations for policies that can be specified by vehicle manufacturers, by law enforcement officials and by the driver (data owner). These policies must provide controlled and secure data dissemination [19].

Section II contains a brief overview of related work, Section III outlines a proposed solution, Section IV evaluates performance overhead for different face recognition algorithms. Section V concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Miller and Valasek demonstrated in DEF CON 21 a set of attacks on two cars [16], [17], including very serious attacks that can take control over brakes, accelerator, engine and steering wheel. Authors succeeded in reverse engineering the code of an Electronic Control Units (ECU), and provided a list of keys/passwords used by ECUs internally for cryptographic operations. In contrast, in AB the key for encryption/decryption operations on AB's data is derived from the execution flow and is stored neither inside AB nor at sending/receiving site.

Ben Othmane showed that connected vehicles are prone to cyberthreats [18]. The research report "Vehicle-to-Vehicle Communications: Readiness of V2V Technology for Application" [14] made by National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, assesses the readiness for application of V2V communications, a system designed to transmit basic safety information between vehicles to deliver warnings to drivers in order to prevent impending crashes. This report addresses the following question: What policy or organizational controls should V2V system contain in order to minimize the likelihood of unauthorized access to insider information that could impose risks to privacy, e.g. facilitate tracking [14]? This report includes the description of privacy policies framework and lists the requirements for V2V security system. We extend this privacy policies framework with concrete policies that can be specified by vehicle manufacturers. Shared video fragments containing human faces should only be accessed by law enforcement officials. This policy when included into AB will control distributed dissemination of data captured by vehicle's camera.

EVITA project [15], developed in European Union, has identified and evaluated security requirements for automotive...
on-board networks based on a set of use cases and an investigation of security threat scenarios (dark-side scenarios). In Section 3.2.8, the project report says "The personal information stored within the car shall remain confidential even during exchange of ECUs" or "The seat position information for a driver shall remain confidential, even during exchange of data with a mobile device" [15]. The report further states "Users shall be able to determine by themselves the disclosure of information acceptable for various applications regarding their private profile or their car profile, providing it is lawful."

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION

A. Active Bundles for secure data dissemination

Active Bundle (AB) is a data structure that contains three following parts:

1) **Sensitive data**: They may include documents, messages and multimedia content. This content may contain several data items with different security levels. An applicable policy of AB must ensure controlled and secure distribution of the corresponding data item.

2) **Metadata**: They describe the AB and its policies. AB description includes information on AB identifier, AB creator and owner, creation time and lifecycle. Policies, such as access control policies, dissemination policies and privacy policies, manage AB interaction with services and hosts.

3) **Policy engine (Virtual Machine)**: It provides AB operations and enforces policies specified in AB. Implementation of the policy enforcement engine provides AB's tamper-resistance, which ensures the integrity of sensitive data and metadata.

![Fig. 1. Example of AB structure](image)

Fig. 1 illustrates the structure of AB. Sensitive data includes captured video. Policy evaluation [20] is done by means of WSO2 Balana open-source policy engine, which enforces policies. Policy specification is supported in JSON and in XACML specification language. Here is the example of the policy:

```plaintext
if frame (image) contains human face then it's available only to law enforcement official
```

Sensitive data is encrypted and decryption key derivation is based on the AB execution control flow. AB is implemented as a JAR file. Details on AB implementation can be found in [20].

Details on AB concept are discussed in [21], [22].

B. System architecture

Video captured by vehicle's dashed camera are transferred to base stations and to other vehicles by means of AB. This data transfer may involve a chain of other base stations and driving vehicles. Each party executes received AB to get access only to the data for which it is authorized and then sends AB further, if necessary. In the current implementation, which is written in C/C++ and runs on a Unix kernel operating system named Raspbian [3], we focus on secure dissemination of video. Video is captured by camera, which is connected to a development hardware board named Raspberry Pi [2]. The unit of video data is an image (frame). We split the video into a set of images according to the frame rate (e.g. 24 frames per second) and apply face recognition algorithm to each frame. The result of face recognition can be used in AB policies. As an example of policy, specified in AB, law enforcement official has the authority to see images/videos with human faces. Everybody else with lower authorization level, e.g. for a journalist, images and, thus, video fragments with human faces will be unavailable. Our solution supports four face recognition algorithms: *lbpcascade, haarcascade default, haarcascade alt, haarcascade alt2*. Face recognition is implemented by using an open-source library openCV [1].

After processing all the frames of a captured video with face recognition algorithm, AB with video, represented as a set of images (frames), is created and then AB can be transferred to base stations and other vehicles. After AB arrives at the base station or to other vehicle, only those images for which the base station or vehicle is authorized are extracted from AB and video is recreated from this set of accessible images. To recreate video at receiver's side we use ffmpeg software.

This process is illustrated in Fig.2. Traffic monitoring base station gets access only to frames without human faces. Law enforcement station can get access to all the frames. Thus, video recompiled from all accessible frames will contain fragments with human faces.

![Fig. 2. Example of architecture](image)
In the next example in Fig.3, a vehicle captures video of a traffic accident which happened before and involved other cars driving in the opposite direction. The goal is to create AB containing video of the traffic accident and to transfer it to the nearest base station and to police. If there is no base station in a closed proximity, AB is transferred to the base station through a chain of other vehicles. AB may contain vehicle's health report, including the status of main systems (engine, brakes, battery, tires, transmission, fuel etc.). Fig. 3 illustrates what type of data from AB can be accessed by different nodes. E(data) denotes that data is encrypted and not accessible by the node. Policy engine provides policy enforcement and thus every party gets access only to those data of AB for which the party is authorized. The rest of the data remains encrypted and cannot be decrypted.

Policies for AB can be specified by vehicle manufacturers, by law enforcement officials and by the driver (data owner). E.g. policy for human faces appeared in video or in images can be pre-determined and specified by vehicle manufacturer. Other sensitive data such as status of vehicle satellite protection from hi-jacks (on/off), health report, details of a technical problem etc. could be also protected from unauthorized disclosures by specifying the corresponding policies by vehicle manufacturers. We extend existing sets of regulations [14], [15] for privacy-related policies in V2V and V2I, similar to HIPAA [12] in health care and to FERPA [13] in educational system used in the United States.

C. Video recording

Our system operates in a vehicle, assuming space and power limitations. An embedded solution with a microcomputer and video camera is needed. We use a credit-card size development board Raspberry Pi [2] and a Pi camera as an infrastructure. It requires a DC power supply with voltage 5V. The size of the board is only 4-inch long, 3-inch wide and 1.5-inch high. Fig. 4 demonstrates the Raspberry Pi with video camera connected.

The model of Raspberry Pi contains a Broadcom BCM2835 SoC, which includes an ARM1176JZF-S 700 MHz processor, VideoCore IV GPU, and 512 Megabytes of RAM. USB Wi-Fi adapter is used to provide wireless communication. Detailed data sheet can be found in [8]. The camera is directly connected to the BCM2835 processor via CSI bus, a high bandwidth link, which carries pixel data from the camera back to the processor. The sensor in this camera itself has a native resolution of 5-megapixel, and has a fixed focus lens on board. The camera supports 2592 x 1944 pixel static images and 1080p, 720p and 480p videos. With this hardware installed in a vehicle we are able to record high-resolution real-time video.

However, after installation it was not possible to use directly the default video capturing. An API named VideoCapture from openCV. The reason is that this API captures an image from a USB or web-based camera. The used camera is communicating with the CSI bus. In order to solve this problem, it is required to recompile the source code of our Pi camera driver and add it as a function to openCV. After that, we can run our program to capture video and process it on the Raspberry Pi.

D. Face recognition

There are four major Cascade Classifiers in openCV library [1] we can be used to detect human faces:
Some of the work on geometric face recognition was carried out in [10]. Different Cascade Classifiers have different performance. When a user runs the program, she can specify a particular Cascade Classifier for the face recognition function. Resolutions are a key point for the system performance overhead. Higher resolutions impose higher overheads but provide higher quality of video. Evaluation details of the algorithms are presented in section IV.

After setting a proper algorithm for face recognition process, we feed this function with a gray-version image captured by the Pi camera. Multiple faces can be detected on one image. Detected faces are highlighted with red rectangles. Name of the image file contains current time stamp of the system. If the image contains detected face(s) then the image is saved to picwithface directory. Otherwise, it is saved to picwithoutface directory. As a result, we have two separated groups of images in corresponding directories: picwithface and picwithoutface. Then AB is created with these images as sensitive data. Currently data owner specifies policies for AB which will be enforced to provide video dissemination. Face recognition results are used in AB policies.

E. Video recreating

AB containing a set of images with and without human faces can be transferred among vehicles, base stations and other nodes. At the destination site, policies are enforced so that the destination site is able to access only those data for which the site is authorized. As shown in Fig.3, a host with law enforcement status will get access to all images, including images with human faces. Regular base station will get access only to images, which don't contain human faces. Other vehicles will not get access to any images. After enforcing the policy, a video from accessible images will be recreated at receiver's site.

There are several software tools that can be employed to create a video from a set of images. Image similarity and delta changes between images constitute another important research issue not discussed here. In our implementation video is created from a set of images by using ffmpeg software. An example of usage is shown below:

\texttt{ffmpeg \ -i \ images\%d.jpg \ -r \ rates \ output.mp4}

The argument \texttt{images\%d.jpg} will let ffmpeg automatically take images1.jpg, images2.jpg and so on. The argument \texttt{rates} is the frame rate per second, which is defined by the user. The \texttt{\-r} argument has a significant influence on the output.mp4 resulting video. Higher frame rate means smaller latency in the video. If there are only a few images and user specifies a large frame rate argument, ffmpeg simply duplicates an image to reach that argument.

IV. Evaluation

This section focuses on performance overhead and detection rates for different face recognition algorithms. Detection rate is defined as a percentage of correct detections of true human faces. Our evaluation involves the running time cost of each classifier (on the specific hardware Raspberry Pi), no matter whether it detects human faces or not. We run several test cases for different resolutions with different Cascade Classifiers in order to make a comparison. Fig.5 represents experimental results.

\textbf{IV. Evaluation}

Castrillón-Santana et al. [9] identified detection rate for different haar classifiers in 2008. As it can be seen from [9], among three haar classifiers, haarcascade_alt2 has the highest detection rate. For example, the detection rate for 400 false detections is about around 73%. Fig.5 shows that haarcascade_alt2 imposes the lowest overhead among three haar classifiers.

As for LBP classifier, Yuan presented result in [23] claiming that there is a 71% detection rate for LBP face detection algorithm based on a YALE face database, which contains 165 gray images for 15 people.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented a policy-based approach that provides controlled and secure data dissemination in untrusted environments in V2V and in V2I communication systems by means of Active Bundles. AB consists of sensitive data, metadata including policies and policy engine, which provides policy enforcement. Policy enforcement mechanism ensures that all the parties involved in communication in V2V and V2I systems can get access only to the data they are authorized for.

Our approach is illustrated on secure dissemination of video data captured by camera installed in a vehicle. Video containing human face(s) is a sensitive data and privacy for those humans appeared in the video can be preserved by specifying policies of AB. After enforcing the policy at a receiver, a video from accessible images is recreated at receiver's site.

Our system is deployed on a credit-card size hardware platform, based on Raspberry Pi board and Pi camera. The implementation in C/C++ is available in the repository [4].
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